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Summary-This paper briefly reviews the distributed cormnunication network concept in which each Station is connected to all
adjacent stations rather than to a few switching points as in a
centralized system The payoff for a distributed configuration in
terms of survivability in the cases of enemy attack directed against
nodes, links or combinations of nodes and links is demonstrated.
A comparison is made between diversity of assignment and perfect switching in distributed networks, and the feasibility of using
low-tost unreliable communication links, even links so unreliable
as to be unusable in present type networks, to form highly reliable
networks is discussed.
The requirements for a future all-digital data distributed network which provides common user service for a wide range of users
having different requirements is considered. The use of a standard
format message block permits building relatively simple switching
mechanisms using an adaptive store-and-forward routing policy
to handle all forms of digital data including digital voice. This network rapidly responds to changes in the network status Recent
history of measured network traffic is used to modify path selection.
Simulation results are shown to indicate that highly efficient routing can be performed by local control without the necessity for any
central, and therefore vulnerable, control point.

ET US CONSIDER the Synthesis of a communication network which will allow several hundred
major communications stations to talk with one
another after an enemy attack. As a criterion of survivability we elect to use the percentage of stations both
surviving the physical attack and remaining in electrical
connection with the largest single group of surviving
stations. This criterion is chosen as a conservative measure
of the ability of the surviving stations to operate together
as a coherent entity after the attack. This means that
small groups of stations isolated from the single largest
group are considered to be ineffective.
Although one can draw a wide variety of networks,
they all factor into two components: centralized (or star)
and distributed (or grid or mesh). (See types (a) and (c),
respectively, in Fig. 1.)
The centralized network is obviously vulnerable as
destruction of a single central node destroys communication between the end stations. In practice, a mixture
of star and mesh components is used to form communications networks. For example, type (b) in Fig. 1 shows
the hierarchical structure of a set of stars connected in the
form of a larger star with an additional link forming a
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Fig. l-(a) Centralized. (b) Decentralized. (c) Distributed networks.

loop. Such a network is sometimes called a “decentralized”
network, because complete reliance upon a Single Point
is not always required.
EXAMINATION OF A DISTRIBUTED N ETWORK
Since destruction of a small number of nodes in a decentralized network can destroy communications, the
properties, Problems, and hopes of building “distributed”
communications networks are of paramount interest.
The term “redundancy level” is used as a measure of
connectivity, as defined in Fig. 2. A minimum span
network, one formed with the smallest number of links
possible, is chosen as a reference point and is called "a
network of redundancy level one.” If two times as many
links are used in a gridded network than in a minimum
span network, the network is said to have a redundancy
level of two. Fig. 2 defines connectivity of levels 1, 11/2 2, 3,
4, 6 and 8. Redundancy level is equivalent to link-to-node
ratio in an infinite size array of stations. Obviously, at
levels above three there are alternate methods of constructing the network. However, it was found that there
is little difference regardless of which method is used.
Such an alternate method is shown for levels three and
four, labelled R’. This specific alternate mode is also used
for levels six and eight.’
Esch node and link in the array of Fig. 2 has the capacity
and the switching flexibility to allow transmission between any ith station and any jth station, provided a path
can be drawn from the ith to the jth station.
Starting with a network composed of an array of
stations connected as in Fig. 3, an assigned percentage
of nodes and links is destroyed. If, after this Operation,
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